
“The cleaning industry is polluting the planet. 
We know it is possible to clean effectively without destroying our 

environment. 
Join us on our journey to a cleaner, greener world”

One Stop Cleaning Shop, 2024



ABOUT US
Who are we?
With our proven expertise, and in depth 
knowledge of the market, we strive to give 
you all of the information you need to make 
a decision as to what product you need. Our 
friendly staff are able to assist you with any 
query and can give you advice, be it over 
the phone, via email or on site visits. We 
have been trading as a family run business 
for 50+ years, supplying large and small 
businesses with what they need to keep their 
premises and their customer’s premises 
clean. Together, we have grown a company 
by doing one thing very well, solving our 
customer’s problems. For the first 50 years 
of trading, these questions were purely 

practical or 
money-saving. 
In the last 
year or so, the 
questions have 
begun to change. 
The problems 
relayed to us 
now don’t relate 
to the person 

or business but rather to where we all live, 
planet Earth. Our current aim is to help bring 
the commercial cleaning world into a new 
way of thinking about the way they clean & 
its impact on the planet.

Our plastic-free product 
range is continuously 
evolving as we source 
more environmentally 
friendly items for our 
customers to choose 

from. We stock eco-friendly alternative 
cleaning brands and products to help 
encourage our customers to be more green. 
You will find refillable chemical bottles in 
alternative packaging, as well as mops, 
scrubbers, cloths and wipes all made from 
greener materials to help you on your way to 
a more sustainable future.
New products are entering the market all the 
time as plastic-free alternatives become tried 
and tested for their effectiveness.

How do we deliver to you?
However we get your goods to you, you 

can always be sure that we are keeping 
the environment in mind. If you are within 
a 50 mile radius of Bristol we will be using 
our own fully electric or Euro 6 diesel vans. 
Deliveries are always grouped in the most 
economical way possible as the fuller the 
van, the less impact on the environment. We 
are also about to launch a range of cleaning 
chemical sachets that can be delivered 
through Royal Mail.

For further afield delivery points we use APC. 
APC have already invested 9 million on EV & 
aim to have 5000 electric vans on the road 
by the end of 2023. All parcels they deliver 
are carbon neutral, due to their use of EV & 
carbon offsetting. DHL is just in the process 
of rolling out another 270 electric vehicles & 
are committed to begin fully electric by 2030.

Pallet deliveries are sent using Palletways 
- the largest freight network in the UK they 
have the advantage of limiting the number 
of unladen trips, which drives down the total 
emissions overhead per pallet.

CONTACT US

Adam Crute Sales Account Manager  e: adam.crute@onestopcleaningshop.co.uk      m: 07973 234938

Role: Adam specialises in floor care machinery, and has lots of previous experience in the supply of cleaning and janitorial 
equipment and is your ‘One Stop’ to all your cleaning related questions.

Contact Adam  to: Set up an account. Place an order or request a quote. Organise a demonstration or site visit.

Andy Kennedy Head Of National Accounts e: andy.kennedy@onestopcleaningshop.co.uk      m: 07498 072443

Role: Head of National Accounts - Andy is your main contact for all cleaning and janitorial enquiries, demonstrations, 
product pricing and overall account management. Andy has been working closely with key accounts for over 7 years and 
has built up a weatlth of knowledge for their requirements. Working closely with key suppliers Andy ensures to be at the 
forefront of innovation whilst keeping the environmental impact of our products at heart.

Contact Andy to: Place an order or request a quote. Get free advice on any cleaning machine. Visit sites to offer free cleaning consultancy.

Made in the UK

 
We source stock 

from UK factories 
to reduce carbon 

footprint and 
prevent supply 

issues.

Low Energy 
Consumption

 
We identify 

products that 
reduce consumption 

or save time, such 
as a more efficient 
vacuum or hyper-

concentrated 
chemicals.

Reusable 
Packaging

 
Identifies products 
or packaging that 
can be reused or 

refilled.

Recyclable 
Packaging

 
We prioritise 
products and 

packaging that are 
made from recycled 
materials or can be 

recycled.

Biodegradable

Products with the 
“rot away” symbol 

will decompose 
quickly without 

harming the 
environment.

FSC Certificate

Products with a 
Forest Stewardship 

Council (FSC) 
certificate are made 

from responsibly 
managed forests or 

recycled sources.

Trying to do the right thing environmentally can be confusing,
so we have created a simple key to help you.
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Paper Products - NorthShore

High capacity washroom dispensers.
Can you afford to turn down this FREE offer...?!

Upgrade Your Washrooms For FREE!

The ideal solution for bathrooms, kitchens or breakout 
areas where you are short on space. The dispenser 
holds 300 towels, and only dispenses 1 towel at a time 
helping to reduce usage & mess. This is the dispenser 
for the 487, 490 hand towels. All our Northshore 
dispensers can be available FREE-ON-LOAN.
265 x 223 x 101mm

Northshore Micro Folded Hand Towel 
Dispenser

Blue      FHTBLUNS
White      FHTWHTNS
Black      FHTBLKNS

These dispensers are a high capacity dispenser that 
reduces the need for janitorial maintenance making it 
ideal for high footfall areas. This is the dispenser for the 
5167, 3190 & 3777 roll towels.
All our Northshore dispensers can be available FREE-
ON-LOAN.
299 x 393 x 242mm

This side-by-side toilet roll dispenser offers a choice of 
3 premium colours, combined with a compact two roll 
holding dispenser. Making it ideal to utilise where space 
is at a premium.
All our Northshore dispensers can be available FREE-
ON-LOAN.
137 x 345 x 137mm

This is an innovative high capacity four roll dispenser, 
perfect for high footfall areas. Ensures no paper waste 
and is easy to replenish.

All our Northshore dispensers can be available FREE-
ON-LOAN.
350 x 340 x 130mm

Northshore Mechanical Hands-Free 
Dispenser

Northshore Side By Side 2 x Toilet Roll 
Dispenser

Northshore Orbit 4 x Toilet Roll Dispenser

Blue      MHFBLUNS
White      MHFWHTNS
Black      MHFBLKNS

Blue      SBSBLUNS
White      SBSWHTNS
Black      SBSBLKNS

Blue      ORBBLUNS
White      ORBWHTNS
Black      ORBBLKNS
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616 126

This paper is top quality, 
economical in use & is made in the 
U.K from 100% recycled paper. 
Once flushed, it disintegrates in 10 
seconds, much quicker than any 
other good quality paper. This has 
saved £1,000s for sites in reduced 
drain unblocking fees.

625 Sheets per Roll
36 Rolls per Box

3190
1 Ply
200 x 190mm
Recycled (Embossed)
760 sheets per roll
3777
1 Ply
200 x 150mm
Pure (TAD & Embossed)
600 sheets per roll

A 1ply version of the 616 rolls, 
they are economical in use & 
are made in the U.K from 100% 
recycled paper. Once flushed, it 
disintegrates in 10 seconds, much 
quicker than any other good quality 
paper.

1,250 Sheets per Roll
36 Rolls per Box

Features an interleaved design to 
dispense one at a time.

1 Ply
200 x 240mm
Recycled
3000 sheets per case

616 EcoSoft Toilet Rolls - 
2ply

6 x SoftEco White Hand 
Towels

126 EcoSoft Toilet Rolls - 
1ply

3000 x Bay West Hand 
Towels

GLB

5167
3190 
3777

White   487 
Blue   490

Your closed-loop, end-of-life plastic 
recycling station.
The user collects the plastic inserts 
from toilet rolls > Inserts are then 
collected and returned to the 
manufacturer > Plastic is processed 
back into raw material > Raw 
material is used in future inserts.

Perfect for 616 and 126 toilet 
rolls.

Cost effective range of quality 
towels for front or back of house. 
Long lasting.

1 Ply
200mm x 155mm
Recycled (Embossed)
620 sheets per roll

Northwood Green Loop Bin

6 x Bay West Premium Blue 
Roll Towels
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Paper Products - Toilet Rolls

TR320TR320R WHISPER

JCP002 SMARTTR

These toilet rolls are long, strong 
& great value! They are 2ply and 
flower embossed.

320 Sheets per Roll
36 Rolls per Box

These toilet rolls are 100% recycled 
and are 2ply. They are made in 
the UK and are CHSA soft tissue 
accredited.

320 Sheets per Roll
36 Rolls per Box

These are luxury 3ply super soft 
toilet rolls and are made from pure 
pulp from sustainable sources.

170 Sheets per Roll
40 Rolls per Box

This is a centre pull toilet tissue 
which out-performs all other toilet 
tissue systems in all areas!
Can reduce consumption by an 
enormous 42% compared to 
standard jumbo.

6 x 200m
136mm Wide
2ply

This is a centre pull toilet tissue 
which out-performs all other toilet 
tissue systems in all areas!
This is a smaller version of the 
JCP002 roll.

12 x 112m
134mm Wide
2ply

36 x 320 Sheet Toilet Rolls36 x 320 Sheet 100 % 
Recycled Toilet Rolls

40 x 170 Sheet Super Soft 
Toilet Rolls

6 x SmartOne System 
Toilet Rolls

12 x SmartOne System Mini 
Rolls
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BPTRMINTRMAX

2ply and white, these are soft and 
good quality rolls. They are made 
from pure pulp and for every tree 
that is cut down, another 2 are 
planted.

250 Sheets per Roll
36 Rolls per Box

Our mini jumbo toilet rolls are 
boxed in 12s & each roll is 150m 
long. They are made of sugarcane.

12 x 150m
2.25” Core

Our maxi jumbo toilet rolls are 
boxed in 6s & each roll is 300m 
long! They are made of pure pulp, 
and for every tree that is cut down, 
another 2 are planted.

6 x 300m
2.25” Core

36 x 250 Sheet Toilet Tissue 
Blocks

12 x Mini Jumbo Toilet Rolls6 x Maxi Jumbo Toilet Rolls

MINIJDISPMAXIJDISP BPDISP

This dispenser ensures as little 
wastage as possible.
Suits toilet paper code TRMIN.

This dispenser ensures as little 
wastage as possible.
Suits toilet paper code TRMAX.

This dispenser has a viewing panel 
for contents level check.
Suits toilet paper code BP.

Mini Jumbo Toilet Roll 
Dispenser

Mini Jumbo Toilet Roll 
Dispenser

MAXI JUMBO
SYSTEM

MINI JUMBO
SYSTEM

BULK PACK 
SYSTEM 

Bulk Pack Toilet Paper 
Dispenser
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Paper Products - Hand Towels & Wiping Rolls

HTBI

HTG HTW HTGI

HTWV2 HTWZ2

These are a good economy paper 
hand towel that is self-presenting in 
a zig-zag design. Perfect for low to 
medium traffic areas.

250 Sheets per Sleeve
Towels measure: 232 x 230mm
1ply

Can either be used through a 
dispenser, or they can be put on 
a shelf. They can be stacked and 
removed one-by-one without 
displacing the whole pile.

176 Sheets per Sleeve
Towels measure: 230 x 310mm
1ply
Recycled

Can either be used through a 
dispenser, or they can be put on 
a shelf. They can be stacked and 
removed one-by-one without 
displacing the whole pile.

160 Sheets per Sleeve
Towels measure: 230 x 310mm
2ply
Pure Pulp

These are very efficient at drying 
hands as well as wiping up any 
spills. Suitable for low to medium 
traffic areas.

250 Sheets per Sleeve
Towels measure: 250 x 210mm
1ply
Recycled

These 2ply white V-fold hand 
towels are self presenting, which 
means that when the hand towel 
sticks out of the bottom of a 
dispenser, when one is grabbed it 
does not pull multiple towels out.

200 Sheets per Sleeve
Towels measure: 215 x 240mm
2ply

These 2ply white Z-fold hand 
towels are ideal for leisure and 
catering environments as well as 
the medical sector and offer great 
value for money.

150 Sheets per Sleeve
Towels measure: 235 x 240mm
2ply

5000 x Katrin Blue Interfold 
Hand Towels

2640 x Green C-Fold Hand 
Towels

2400 x White C-Fold Hand 
Towels

5000 x Green Economical 
Interfold Hand Towels

3000 x White V-Fold Hand 
Towels

3000 x White Z-Fold Hand 
Towels
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HTDISP

CFSTDPB CFSTDPW

CFDISP

Features a lockable lift-off ABS 
cover for ease of loading. Handy 
hint - the lower you place your 
dispenser the less the user will pull 
out! 

Clean up spills quickly & easily with 
these embossed and remarkably 
absorbent rolls. 1 pack of these 
6 rolls will give the same area of 
paper as approximately 70 rolls of 
kitchen roll.

400 Sheets per Roll
Each Roll is 150m long

Clean up spills quickly & easily with 
these embossed and remarkably 
absorbent rolls. 1 pack of these 
6 rolls will give the same area of 
paper as approximately 70 rolls of 
kitchen roll.

400 Sheets per Roll
Each Roll is 150m long

Unique easy-tear cleat mechanism, 
with a lockable lift-off ABS cover for 
ease of loading. Handy hint - the 
lower you place your dispenser the 
less the user will pull out!

Hand Towel Dispenser

6 x Blue Centrefeed Rolls 6 x White Centrefeed Rolls

Plastic Dispenser for 
Centrefeed Rolls
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Soap & Sanitisers

This spa-inspired foam hand 
wash offers luxurious lather and a 
pleasant botanical fragrance.

These dispensers are slim and 
high-capacity. They feature a 
large sight window for at-a-glance 
monitoring. Compatible with ADX-
12 1250ml refills.
Can be available FREE-ON-LOAN.

These dispensers are slim and 
high-capacity. They feature a 
large sight window for at-a-glance 
monitoring. Compatible with ADX-7 
700ml refills.
Can be available FREE-ON-LOAN.

This is a spa-inspired foam hand 
soap that is both fragrance-free 
and colourless.

Combining both antimicrobial 
efficiency and clinically proven 
maintenance of skin health. This is 
a gel which feels great to use and 
is clinically proven to maintain skin 
health.

This is a hygienic hand sanitising 
foam that feels great to use, and 
is clinically proven to maintain skin 
health.

These dispensers are slim and 
high-capacity. They feature a 
large sight window for at-a-glance 
monitoring. Compatible with ADX-
12 1250ml refills.
Can be available FREE-ON-LOAN.

This is a hygienic hand rub that 
feels great to use and is clinically 
proven to maintain skin health.

3 x 1250ml Gojo ADX 
Freshberry Foam Handwash

Gojo ADX-12 Soap Dispenser Gojo ADX-7 Soap Dispenser

4 x 700ml Gojo ADX-7 Mild 
Foam Handwash

2 x 1200ml Purell Hand Rub4 x 700ml Gojo ADX-7 Foam 
Sanitiser

Purell ADX-12 Manual 
Dispenser

3 x 1200ml Purell ADX-12 
Hygienic Hand Rub

8816-03

Chrome & Black 8888-06
Grey & White  8884-06

Chrome & Black 8788-06
Grey & White  8784-06

8711-04

1903-028704-04

Chrome & Black 8828-06
White   8820-06

8803-03

GOJO ADX-12
SYSTEM

GOJO ADX-7
SYSTEM

PURELL ADX-12 
SYSTEM
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How To Wash Your 
Hands Effectively
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A cosmetic-grade soap available in 
two colours. Designed to cleanse 
and condition the skin, with a subtle 
rose fragrance. Refills any top-up 
dispenser.

This soap dispenser can be filled 
with any liquid soap. Each push 
dispenses a 2ml shot of soap. 
Made from hardwearing ABS 
plastic which is easy to wipe clean. 
Comes with wall fixings and keys. 
Can be available FREE-ON-LOAN.

Easy to install drip-protection shield 
helps maintain the appearance 
of floors and walls. Attaches to 
the bottom of any ADX or LTX 
dispenser.

With anti-drip technology and easy 
load system with no risk of spill.
Can be available FREE-ON-LOAN.
300 x 120 x 105mm

This provides brilliant hygiene for 
when you are on the run, as the 
bottles are 100ml you can store 
them in a bag or your pocket for 
when they are needed!

This sanitiser is effective against 
MRSA, E.Coli, Clostridium Difficile 
and Ebola. Non-tacky when dry. 
1,250 shots per cartridge.

This is a mild formulation which 
is gentle on skin. 1,250 shots per 
cartridge.

5L Savon Blanc Pearlised 
Soap

White Plastic Bulk Fill 
Dispenser

Drip Tray For LTX & ADX 
Dispensers

Northshore Manual Foam 
Soap Dispenser

24 x 100ml Purell Flip-Top 
Hand Sanitiser

6 x 1L Northshore Hand 
Sanitiser

6 x 1L Northshore Foam 
Soap

White   SB5L
Pink   PLS

SOAPDISP
Black   1045-BLK
White   1045-WHT

Blue   MSDBLUNS
White   MSDWHTNS
Black   MSDBLKNS

9661-24

Non-Alcoholic  SO004NS 
Alcoholic  SO005NS

Lotion   SO001NS 
Bactericidal  SO002NS

NORTHSHORE 
SYSTEM 

BULK FILL 
SYSTEM
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Air Fresheners & De-Odourisers

VAIR-MVPWPWA-10TNM

Lemon   BREEZEL
Cherry         BREEZEC
Apple         BREEZEA

Apple Orchard     V-SCREEN-RED
Ocean Spray     V-SCREEN-WHITE
Cucumber Melon      V-SCREEN-GREEN
Cool Mint      V-SCREEN-BLUE
Citrus Mango      V-SCREEN-YELLOW

This is a discreet dispenser to 
complement any surroundings. 
The air fresheners are visible from 
both sides to enable enhanced 
natural airflow providing superior 
fragrance delivery for up to 60 day.

Evolution Range DispenserAirDri Steraspace Air & 
Surface Sanitiser

Clover Breeze Air Freshener 
Concentrate

12 x V-Screen Urinal Mats

V-Air Solid Evolution 
Fragrances
These brand new cartridges include 
dual-fragrance release within 1 
cartridge, reducing fragrance 
fatigue without you doing anything! 
The totally organic fragrances are 
contained within a solid gel which 
delivers consistent fragrance over a 
period of up to 60 days.

Linen Breeze        VASE-LB
Citrus Mango      VASE-CM
Bergamot & Sandalwood    VASE-BS

This air & surface sanitiser provides 
continuous protection from 
the spread of harmful bacteria, 
viruses, mould, fungi and odours 
in the bathroom. Covers area of 
10m². Works by combining three 
advanced technologies that emit 
a constant flow of disinfecting 
plasma which is proven to eliminate 
micro-organisms both in the air 
and on surfaces.

Put a few drops into a trigger 
spray of water to make a highly 
economical air freshener. Suitable 
to dilute to various strengths. 
Can also be used as a top-up for 
potpourri bowls.

These offer an effective means 
of keeping drains and urinals free 
flowing. They keep the urinals 
smelling fresh for up to 30 days.

Available in 5 colours / fragrances.
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ECO-ONE Plastic-Free Cleaning

Our Goal
Sustainability and a general “do the right thing” approach is at the heart of what we do.

We want to bring more affordable, convenient cleaning solutions to businesses in the UK especially around Bristol.

The Challenge
An often overlooked but major challenge for the cleaning industry is the use of liquid chemicals.

These are typically packaged in plastic 750ml or 5L bottles which are then transported around the country leading to high CO2 emissions.
When the bottles are depleted, they are frequently non-reusable and get thrown out.

The Solution
ECO-ONE Chemical Sachets.

These sachets dissolve in water to create the required cleaning chemical anywhere at a moment’s notice.
Made less than 10 miles from our warehouse and delivered using our fleet of electric vehicles.

Made from 100% high-
impact recycled plastic.

Features a directional 
nozzle to make sure 
you’re getting the liquid in 
the right place!

750ml, 100% recycled, with a 
colour-coded trigger head.

The perfect 
accompaniment to our 
soap. Use this to fill the wall 
dispenser

A stylish matt-black 500ml 
pump dispenser which 
would look good in any 
bathroom.

eco-one Wall Mounted 
Foaming Soap Dispenser

eco-one Empty 
Toilet-Clean Bottle

eco-one Empty Trigger 
Spray Bottles

eco-one Foaming 
Soap Shaker Bottle

eco-one Empty Pump 
Soap Dispenser

ECO-ONE-SOAPDISPECO-ONE-BOT-TC

Multi-Clean     ECO-ONE-TS-MC 
Odour-Clean     ECO-ONE-TS-OC
Washroom-Clean ECO-ONE-TS-WC
Glass-Clean     ECO-ONE-TS-GC

ECO-ONE-2LBOTTLEECO-ONE-PSD

We have worked with a local manufacturer to create our own brand of 
chemical sachets and have thought out the product lifecycle from start 
to finish to ensure it is as environmentally friendly as possible while still 
providing the results needed for commercial and domestic cleaning 
environments.

Made in the UK and Plastic-Free:
These products are produced in the UK and are 100% Plastic-Free. 
The sachets are also 100% Biodegradable, making this product great 
for the environment.

Save Storage Space:
Just ONE packet of cleaning chemicals makes up to 250L of 
chemicals*. Saving you plenty of space in your janitorial cupboard.

Reduce Your Carbon Footprint:
One pouch of 20 sachets weighs around 100g. Whereas 20 x 1L 
of traditional liquid soap in bottles or pouches weighs 20kg+, so 
swapping to this product massively reduces your carbon footprint!

*Based on a 50sachet packet of Odour-Clean. 1 sachet = 5L of 
chemical once diluted in water.

Our products comply with REACH - an adopted European 
Regulation Law. “The regulation obliges both EU manufacurers 
and importers of substances to register them in Europe and 
to provide a high level of protection of human health and the 
environment from the use of chemicals.
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Luxury Soap For Hand & Body.
Can be used in a wall-mounted 
dispenser. You must mix the 
product before filling the dispenser, 
and the dispenser must be a 
foaming dispenser to work 
correctly. Dilutes 1 sachet > 1L soap.

eco-one Foaming Soap

All Surface Cleaner & Deodouriser.
This is a powerful formulation 
that is designed for hard surfaces, 
including ceramic tiles, concrete, 
sinks & desks. The formula for the 
20 and 50 packs are different so 
therefore please follow guidelines.

Cleaner Suitable For All 
Washroom Areas. Use this product 
on sinks, taps, shower screens, 
tiles, etc. Great at removing body 
fats, and even prevents the build-
up of limescale.

Detergent For Glass & Stainless 
Steel. This is a dual-purpose, lightly 
fragranced detergent for removing 
marks and greasy residues from 
windows, mirrors, decorative 
stainless steel and other shiny / 
reflective surfaces.

eco-one Odour-Clean

eco-one Washroom-Clean

eco-one Glass-Clean

Trigger Spray pk20  ECO-ONE-OC20 
Mopping pk50         ECO-ONE-OC50

Trigger Spray pk20  ECO-ONE-MC20 
Mopping pk50         ECO-ONE-MC50

pk20           ECO-ONE-TC20

pk20    ECO-ONE-SOAP20Trigger Spray pk20  ECO-ONE-WC20

Trigger Spray pk20  ECO-ONE-GC20

pk50           ECO-ONE-DW50

Multi-Purpose Cleaner. This has 
been designed to use on doors, 
walls, desks, work surfaces, plastic 
fittings, door handles & more. Safe 
to use on concrete, vinyl, safety 
floor & tiles.

Leaves Crockery & Glassware 
Sparkling Clean. These 
plastic-free sachets have been 
specially formulated for use in all 
dishwashing machines. One sachet 
per wash. For heavy soiling add an 
additional sachet when required.

Cleaner & Descaler For Toilets 
& Urinals. An acidic & thickened 
cleaner which allows it to stick to 
the inside of the bowl to remove 
limescale & ‘other’ stains. For use 
on s/s, porcelain, chrome & ceramic. 
Dilutes 1 sachet > 1L bottle.

eco-one Multi-Clean

eco-one Dishwasher

eco-one Toilet-Clean

Sachets and 
packaging are 

made less
than 10 miles 

from our
warehouse

We deliver 
using our 

electric 
vehicles

Transporting 
powders 

instead of
liquid help to
reduce your 

carbon 
footprint by 

90%+

Sachets 
dissolve away 
& packaging 
is recyclable 

or
biodegradable

Less space is
needed to
store the 
chemicals

Bottles are 
r
reuseable.
No waste.

No single-use 
plastics
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Chemicals - Clover it Range

All of the it Range dulite at the same rate.
This together with the colour coding above makes it the most simple cleaning chemical system in the U.K.

Simple Cleaning With The it Range
Choose BLUE 
for Interiors

Choose RED 
for Bathrooms

Choose GREEN
for Floors
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This is a ready to use sanitiser cleaner designed to 
clean and disinfect all water washable surfaces. Topit 
can be used to disinfect desks and washable work 
surfaces that require a high level of disinfection. Ideal 
for removing tea and coffee stains from work surfaces.

This is a pH neutral sanitary cleaner designed to 
clean, disinfect and create a very long lasting aroma. 
Freshenit consists on surfactants and emulsifiers 
to dissolve body fats and scum, and bactericides to 
ensure the effective neutralisation of odours at source. 
Safe for use on all washroom surfaces.

This is a concentrated, acidic liquid which can be used 
both neat for toilet descaling and diluted for general 
washroom cleaning. The thick red liquid contains 
safe sulphamic and citrus acids to clean, kill germs 
and remove limescale and organic deposits in one 
operation. Safe for use on porcelain, stainless steel, 
chrome, ceramic, and tiled surfaces.

A neutral, green floor cleaner which is suitable for use 
on all hard floors. Floorit is low foaming and leaves a 
fresh, lemony fragrance after use. Floorit dries quickly 
and evenly over the surface of the floor without leaving 
patches or smears. Safe for use on all hard floors 
including polished floors, marble, linoleum, wood, PVC, 
concrete, tiles, and laminated floors.

SCALEit

TOPit

FRESHENit

FLOORit

1L Bottle      SCALEIT1L 
5L Bottle     SCALEIT5L

750ml RTU Trigger Spray   TOPIT
6 x 750ml RTU Trigger Spray   6XTOPIT

5L Bottle      FRESHENIT

5L Bottle      FLOORIT

Bathrooms

Catering & Desk Sanitiser Floor Cleaning

A surface safe multi-surface cleaner, which cleans, 
freshens, and enhances all hard surfaces without 
leaving a residue. A viscous, blue liquid with a fresh 
fragrance and a controlled foam level for easy 
application. Ideal for the daily cleaning of desks, chairs, 
doors, etc. Suitable for use on wood, glass, plastic, 
aluminium, stainless steel and other washable surfaces.

CLEANit

750ml Bottle      CLEANIT750 
5L Bottle     CLEANIT5L

Interiors
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Chemicals - Washrooms

Specifically created to clean and 
maintain an odour free washroom. 
Abolishes organic staining and 
odour problems from all washroom 
surfaces, as well as walls and floors 
contaminated with bodily fluids.

Bio Productions Blu Away 
Bathroom Cleaner

5L    BA5
750ml RTU  BA
6 x 750ml RTU  6XBA

Cleaning Smelly Toilets 
 
There are several reasons why 
boys’ toilets normally smell worse 
than girls’: 
Bad aim: Urine soaks into grout 
lines and porous surfaces. The 
urine stains create persistent 
malodours. Uric acid crystals 
build up inside pipework, creating 
potential blockages.
Many of our competitors 
products simply mask the smell 
rather than dealing with the build 
up.
Poor cleaning and hard water 
build up. Calcium deposits in hard 
water areas create surfaces for 
bacteria to breed.
 
Thankfully there is an easy 
solution to this problem that 
does not include the use of highly 
dangerous chemicals, but instead 
allows a biological chemical to 
work for you day and night.
 
Blu Away and Bio Blocks contain 
millions of bacteria which love to 
eat the build up which cause the 
odours! With regular use, you can 
keep your pipes clear and your 
washrooms smelling fresh.

Wherever possible, use bio blocks 
in the urinals. Whenever the urinal 
flushes or urine passes over the 
blocks, bacteria will be released 
down into the drain.

Contains approximately 50 blocks.

Bio Productions Bio Blocks

1.1kg Tub  BB

A disinfectant and deodoriser 
concentrate based on a blend of 
3 active biocides for guaranteed 
results as an air reconditioner. 
Recommended for use in 
washroom areas. Also highly 
effective on waste and rubbish 
bins.

5L Clover Candy

CANDY
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This is a powerful formulation that 
is designed to remove limescale 
and body fats from tiles, shower 
doors, cubicles, bath screens, 
shower heads, taps, or even 
kitchen worktops.
The formulation can be used in 
food preparation areas with good 
ventilation.

Foaming Descaler

5L Refill    FD5
750ml RTU     FD750
6 X 750ml RTU   6XFD750

Cleaner & Descaler For Toilets 
& Urinals. An acidic & thickened 
cleaner which allows it to stick to 
the inside of the bowl to remove 
limescale & ‘other’ stains. Suitable 
for use on stainless steel, porcelain, 
chrome & ceramic.

Dilutes 1 sachet > 1L bottle.

All Surface Cleaner & Deodouriser.
This is a powerful formulation that 
is designed to clean & deodourise 
hard surfaces, including ceramic 
tiles, concrete, sinks & desks.

Dilutes 1 sachet > 5L water

eco-one Toilet-Clean eco-one Odour-Clean

Pk of 20    ECO-ONE-TC20 Pk of 50   ECO-ONE-OC50
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Chemicals - Sanitisers & General Cleaning

5L Concentrate   BH115
750ml RTU   BH112
6 x 750ml RTU   6XBH112

1L Bottle               BREAKER1L 
5L Bottle               BREAKER 5L Bottle   VITALISE

5L Concentrate    BH116
750ml RTU    BH008
6 x 750ml RTU     6XBH008

This new sanitiser kills viruses 
including Coronaviruses & common 
bacteria.
1 x 5L bottle dilutes 1:100 = Less 
than 3p per Trigger Spray!

Approved to EN14476

The safe product for deep cleaning 
urinals, toilets and showers is 
Breaker! A highly effective cleaner 
and descaler formulated to remove 
severe water scale and body fats. 
Safe on all washable bathroom 
surfaces.

DO NOT USE ON ALTRO

This new sanitiser kills viruses 
including Coronaviruses & common 
bacteria.
1 x 5L bottle dilutes 1:100 = Less 
than 3p per Trigger Spray!

Approved to EN14476

A daily poolside cleaner and 
maintainer to control water-scale, 
body fats and bacteria. A blend 
of ultra-low foaming agents and 
surface-safe acids. Formulated 
to ensure clean, hygienic, slip-
resistant conditions without effect 
on the pool.
Can be rinsed away with pool 
water

BioHygiene All Purpose 
Sanitiser - Unfragranced

Clover Breaker -
DESCALING & POOLSIDE

BioHygiene All Purpose 
Sanitiser - Fragranced

Clover Vitalise -
DAILY POOLSIDE CLEANING

An effective daily cleaner and 
disinfectant with a fresh lemon 
fragrance. Designed for regular use 
on all hard surfaces to maintain 
clean and hygienic conditions. Kills 
99.9% of bacteria.
Tested to BS EN1276 at a dilution 
rate of 1:30

A proven disinfectant which is safe 
to use on all touch surfaces that 
are washable. Effective against 
coronaviruses within just 60 
seconds of cotact time.
Tested to BS EN1276 at a dilution 
rate of 1:30

Clover Fresh Wild Lemon

Clover Ultra AX

FWL

6 x 750ml RTU   6XUAX
5L Bottle   UAX5L
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Brite cleans glass and plastic 
cleaner and quicker! It cuts through 
build-up dirt and grease leaving a 
smear-free and sparkling finish.

Clover Brite -
GLASS CLEANING

750ml RTU   BR750 
6 x 750ml RTU   6XBR750 
5L Bottle   BR5
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Chemicals - Floorcare

Floor Polishing In 3 Steps...
Step1 - Prepatation.
If the floor has been previously 
sealed then strip back using this 
product. Effective on all types of 
water-based finishes & sealers.
Mix 1:10 with water. Leave to work 
for 10mins. Agitate over floor using 
a 150rpm scrubber fitted with a 
black pad.

Floor Polishing In 3 Steps...
Step2 - Sealing & Polishing.
Once the floor is clean & dry, mop 
on 2-4 coats of Diamond Extra. 
This is an extremely hard wearing 
floor polish that gives a great gloss 
& reduces slip.

Floor Polishing In 3 Steps...
Step3 - Maintenance Of Floor.
Now you have a fantastic looking floor you need to maintainin the correct 
way. The easiest way to maintain a sealed floor is  to spray or mop a 
chemical maintainer down & buff the floor over using a 300-1000rpm 
floor machine fitted with an appropriate pad.
If you are able to buff twice a week, we recommend PDQ which is 
detergent / synthetic wax based. If you can’t then we recommend 
RENEWTD which is a polymer base floor maintainer suited to relatively 
clean environments.

5L Clover Zip Strip - Rinse 
Free Floor Polish Stripper

5L Clover Diamond Extra - 
Wet Look Floor Polish

5L Clover Renew TD - 
Polymer Floor Maintainer

5L Clover P.D.Q - Wax Floor 
Maintainer

CZS 109

PDQ RENEWTD
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This is a powerful, blue, alkaline 
cleaner and degreaser, designed 
to perform quickly to maintain 
hygiene in food environments. Ideal 
for cleaning food oils, fats, blood, 
dirt, industrial oils and grease from 
a multitude of surfaces.

An exceptional detergent 
degreaser, DD10 contains a blend 
of emulsifiers to remove food oils 
and fats. It is a blue, pH neutral 
liquid which is odourless for use 
in the food industry. Ideal to 
remove vegetable oils, animal fats, 
mineral oils and grease from all 
impermeable surfaces.

This is a heavy duty, low foam, 
alkaline cleaner, designed especially 
for use with scrubber dryer 
machines. A water-based and 
fragrance-free formula for use in all 
industrial environments. Suitable 
for cleaning a variety of surfaces, 
including: concrete floors, industrial 
painted floors and ceramic tiles.

This powerful cleaner and 
degreaser is designed to cope with 
the toughest cleaning jobs, easily 
cutting through grease and grime 
to leave a perfectly spotless finish. 
Works great on safety flooring. 
Can be used in a scrubber dryer, 
with a bucket & mop, or by hand 
with a cloth. Can be used in food 
preparation areas.

5L Clover UBIK2000

5L Clover DD10

5L Clover Scrub Kleen

5L Deep Clean

UBIK2000

DD10

308

DC5
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Chemicals - Catering & Laundry

Eliminates tea stains with ease. 
This is great for the most dried-in 
dirt to make dishes which sparkle 
clean. For better results, Finish 
recommend you use with rinse aid 
and salt.

100 x Dishwasher Tablets

CDWT

With a bactericidal formula, this is 
odourless and boasts a high foam 
formulation for the food industry 
and catering market. Ideal for 
cleaning plates, crockery, utensils, 
glassware, glasses, tumblers and 
pint pots. Specially designed for 
hand use in the food industry.

Dishwasher salt helps to achieve 
better cleaning results by softening 
the water that enters the appliance. 
Hard water contains more lime 
and makes it more difficult for 
dishwasher detergent to dissolve, 
which can negatively impact the 
cleaning results.

A rinse additive for all automatic 
dish and glass washing machines. 
Prevents spots and hazing on 
crockery and glassware, leaving a 
sparkling finish. Rinsi is mildly acidic 
to neutralise detergent deposits. 
Suitable for use through automatic 
dosing equipment or by Manual 
dosing.

Washing Up Liquid 2kg Dishwasher Salt 5L Clover Rinsi - Rinse Aid 
For Dishwashers

5L Bottle   WUL5L
1L Bottle   CWUL1L DWSALT RA

A clear liquid with a high 
sequestrant content, which allows 
it to be used effectively in both soft 
and hard water areas. An anti-
corrosive agent has been added to 
the formula to protect the machine. 
Suitable for all dishwashing 
machines.

Leaves Crockery & Glassware 
Sparkling Clean.
A specially formulated powder for 
use in all dishwashing machines.
One sachet per use. For heavy 
soiling add an additional sachet 
when required.

5L Clover Dishi - Dish Wash 
Detergent

eco-one Dishwasher 
Sachets

DWL Pk of 50 ECO-ONE-DW50
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A powerful biological low foaming 
powder for professional use that 
will remove dirt & stains, even 
at low temperatures. The blend 
of coloursafe oxygen bleaching 
agents & enzymes delivers brilliant 
results in all types of washing 
machines. Includes a 100g scoop. 
Available as either a Bio or Non-Bio 
washing powder.

A powerful bactericidal cleaner 
and degreaser, which passes BS 
EN 1276:1997 at a 0.5% dilution 
rate with a 5 minute contact time. 
Ideal for cleaning and disinfecting 
commercial kitchens.

10kg Washing Powder 5L Clover Sola-Bac

Non-Bio   NBWP
Bio    BWP SOLA-BAC5

This is a low foaming, non-tainting, 
concentrated descaler for stainless 
steel plant and equipment in the 
food industry. Ideal for descaling 
bain-maries, stainless steel water 
boilers, steamers, dishwashing 
and glasswashing machines and 
stainless steel pipework.

Phos - Catering Descaler

PHOS
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Chemicals - Carpet & Upholstery

Before you switch your carpet 
cleaner on, spray Multi Pro onto 
any areas of the carpet that appear 
dirtier than others. These areas 
may be in doorways, corridors, or 
underneath desks. Multi Pro will 
break down any heavy deposits or 
grease, grime & staining, getting 
better results.

An odour neutraliser concentrate 
for carpets, fabrics and 
professional restoration cleaning.
Can be diluted with water and 
applied by sprayer or added 
to cleaning solutions. Micro-
encapsulation formula with odour 
absorber. Clear blue tinted liquid 
with fresh fragrance.

5L Prochem Multi Pro 
Carpet Pre-Spray

5L Prochem Fresh Breeze

S709-05

5L Bottle   B230-05

A citrus solvent and detergent 
based liquid gel spot remover, for 
oil, grease, tar, gum and other oily 
spots on carpet and fabric. Can be 
used safely on many spots and 
stains. This is a white gel with a 
citrus fragrance. Ready to use with 
a pH of 5.

This is a heavy duty water and 
solvent based alkaline protein 
spotter for blood, vomit, wine, ink, 
fresh tea and coffee, and most 
food based stains. Stain Pro is a 
clear liquid with a delightful mint 
fragrance.

A water-based micro-emulsion 
spotter for nail polish, marker pen 
ink and PVA adhesive on carpets, 
fabrics and other surfaces.
Clear liquid with mild aromatic 
odour.

1L Prochem Citrus GelProchem Stain Pro - Stain 
Remover

Prochem Ink Solv

E840-01
1L Spray Bottle   B144-01
5L Bottle   B144-05

500ml Bottle   E848-01

This liquid defoamer stops foam 
building up in the tank of your 
carpet cleaner. You only ever add 
this product to the dirty water tank 
of your machine. Getting foam and 
moisture into the vacuum motor 
can lead to an expensive repair, so 
this product is a no-brainer.

5L Prochem De-Foamer

S760-05
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750ml RTU          BH043
6 x 750ml RTU    6XBH043

This product ensures immediate 
odour control and optimal 
stain removal by targeting the 
breakdown of human & pet soils 
and food based stains including 
fats, oils and greases.

BioHygiene Odour Stopper 
& Stain Spotter

This detergent actually grabs dirt 
from the carpet using something 
called micro-encapsulation 
technology to keep the dirt in the 
water you are vacuuming up & away 
from the carpet. Safe to use on 
synthetic & wool carpets, and any 
other water washable upholstery. 
Contains odour neutralisers & a 
lemon smell. Dilution 1:100 pH 10.5

An extraction cleaner detergent 
that has been designed to clean 
carpets and upholstery through 
spray extraction equipment. 
Revive is ideal to clean as well as 
revitalise carpets, upholstery and all 
materials that are water tolerant.

This detergent has an amazing tea 
tree fresh smell. 1 bottle will make 
500L of solution!!
This will deodourise & clean your 
carpet at the same time.

5L Prochem ExtraClean 
Micro-Encapsulation Cleaner

5L Revive - Carpet Cleaner5L Medic Fresh - Carpet 
Detergent

B106-05 RV5HF
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Chemicals - Problem Solvers

5L RTU          GGMR5
750ml RTU         GGMR750
6 x 750ml RTU         6XGGMR750

Removes chewing gum easily from 
all surfaces including carpets. It also 
removes black marks (e.g. Tyres), 
nail varnish & ink, permanent 
marker & spray paint from a 
variety of surfaces.

Graffiti, Gum & Sticky Mark 
Remover

THE product to clean greasy floors 
and walls! It’s great at emulsifying 
grease, fantastic at removing dirt, 
grime, diesel oil, food fats, grease, 
tobacco film, oils, etc. Safe to 
use on altro, stainless steel, work 
surfaces, vinyl, painted floors, 
ceramic tiles, plastics and concrete.

Clover Viro-Sol -
DEGREASING

5L Bottle   VIROSOL

Produces a high shine on stainless 
steel, brass, bronze, copper, 
aluminium, zinc and chrome. 
MetaGlynt cleans, polishes, 
shines, removes stains, removes 
tarnishing, removes discolouration 
and removes oxidation.

DO NOT USE ON LACQUERED 
SURFACES

Clover MetaGlynt - 
POLISHING METAL

300ml    MG

One you’ve used this you’ll never 
go back to anything else!
Micro Clean will digest the waste 
residues and keep doing this 
whilst the area is kept wet and the 
food chain remains. Works great 
anywhere where urine odours may 
prevail, or blood spills on fabrics 
occur.

BioProductions Micro Clean

1L Bottle   MICROC
5L Bottle   MICROC5
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Absorbs up to 2L of a wide range 
of liquids including: blood, urine, 
and water-based products. This 
will reduce slip fall risks and cross-
contamination. No leaking fluids, 
no direct hand contact, and no risk 
of soiling the bucket water with the 
spillage.

10 x Emergency Spill Pads

SPILLPAD

RH96

These biodegradable wipes are 
ideal for taking off graffiti & some 
paints from smooth surfaces.

Each sheet measures 28x28cm

150 x Paint & Graffiti 
Removal Wipes

This is the 240g bottle which 
comes in the Emergency Spill Kit. It 
is fast-acting, super absorbent, and 
highly effective.
This 240g bottle has a shaker lid so 
you only use as much as you need.

Bio Productions Sanitaire 
Emergency Clean Up Powder

CU40

This spill kit is the simple solution to 
the removal of body spillages. This 
kit combines the absorption power 
of Sanitaire with the sanitising and 
odour neutralising efficiancy of Sta-
Kill in a handy pack. This kit also 
contains latex gloves, a scoop, and 
a tough disposal bag.

Emergency Spill Kit

SANKIT
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Chemicals - Supervisor Only & Dispensing

Supervisor
ONLY

The chemicals listed below are only to be used by supervisors and are always to be used with 
full PPE. Both chemicals below are classified as either “irritant” or “corrosive”. Irritants are 

dangerous to skin and eyes. Corrosives are even more dangerous as they can burn skin and even 
potentially cause blindness if the chemical gets in direct contact with eyes.

A highly concentrated acidic cleaner for the removal of 
severe scale. Based on a special blend of surfactants 
with hydrochloric acid. As a highly powerful descaler, 
Acid Wash is recommended to remove scale and 
stains in toilet deep-cleans. Recommended for use in 
industrial or public washroom areas.
NOT SUITABLE FOR USE ON STAINLESS STEEL, 
CHROME, MARBLE OR ANY OTHER LIMESTONE. 
MUST USE FULL PPE

Vanquish is a heavy duty, clear liquid gel designed for 
the rapid removal of grease and charred food debris. 
A powerful liquid gel, which penetrates, emulsifies 
and dissolves severe soiling. Ideal to rapidly remove 
charred food debris, dried bloods, fats and grease 
from a range of surfaces including: ovens, deep fat 
fryers, extraction hoods and filters.
DO NOT USE ON ALUMINIUM. 
MUST USE FULL PPE

Clover Vanquish - OVEN CLEANING Clover Acid Wash - HEAVY DUTY DESCALER

5L Bottle     VANQUISH
1L Bottle      AW80
5L Bottle      AW805L

We have created the pH puzzle below, which explains what the pH scale is and to help you when making a 
decision as to which type of cleaning product you need.

Alkalis are effective in removing organic soils such as food related fatty acids and greases,
oils and carbon from surfaces.

Acids are effective in dissolving rust, scale, lime and water deposits from surfaces.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD CHEMICALS BE MIXED TOGETHER.

Do you know which cleaning chemicals you should use 
to tackle certain cleaning problems?

1

0 7 14
2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 13

Acid

Strong 
Acid

Medium 
Acid

Neutral Strong 
Alkali

Medium 
Alkali

Alkaline

Sugars
Blood
Proteins
Fats
Grease

Rust
Minerals

Limescale
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Always wear gloves when dispensing 
chemicals.

Keep products out of the reach of children 
& animals.

Never mix cleaning chemicals.

IF IN EYES. Rinse cautiously with water for 
several minutes. Remove contact lenses 
if present. Seek medical advice if irritation 
persists.

IF ON SKIN. Wash with soap & water.

WARNING

!

KEEP OUT OF 
THE REACH OF

CHILDREN

We can supply FREE A2
Dispensing Posters for
Clover and BioHygiene 
chemicals.

Just let us know how 
many you need.

The flexible tubes can be bent 
or trimmed to suit your bottles. 
Includes a twist-lock function.
BHP Dispenses 4ml per pump, use 
2 pumps per trigger bottle.
9CUSA Dispenses 30ml per pump.

As an aid for chemical training & 
dispensing we stock 2 different 
sizes of measuring jugs.

This drump pump dispenses 30ml 
per pump.

Drum Pump - To Fit 
‘BioHygiene’ 5L Bottles

Plastic Dispensing 
Measuring Jugs

Drum Pump - To Fit ‘Clover’ 
Bottles

SMALLJUG
BIGJUG

DIS77BHP
9CUSA

As an aid for chemical training & 
dispensing we stock this funnel.

Our trigger sprays are 600ml 
capacity, with an adjustable nozzle. 
They are designed to be used 
over and over again. Comes with a 
coloured spray head.

Plastic Chemical Dispensing 
Funnel

Empty Trigger Sprays

65F 71B 71R 71G 71Y 71W

Chemical Dispensing Health & Safety.

We can also supply free 
printed labels for the 
Clover it Range.

Also free coloured dots 
to go on the drum 
pumps so the range can 
be identified from above.
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Sacks, Liners, Bins & Recycling

500 x 3kg Sacks (11” x 17” x 26”)  
111726O
200 x 5kg Sacks (18” x 29” x 39”)  
182939O

Clear sacks are particularly useful 
for recycled waste as the checking 
of waste stream compliance is so 
much easier.

These made from 100% recycled 
material & are also 100% 
recyclable.

These lightweight liners are 
primarily used in offices / schools 
that still use office bins.

Clinical waste must be deposited 
in an orange sack with the 
appropriate markings.

Clear Sacks - made from 
100% Recycled Plastic

Black Sacks - made from 
100% Recycled Plastic

White Bin Liners - made 
from 100% Recycled Plastic

Fully Compostable Food 
Caddy Liners & Large Sacks

Clinical Sacks - made from 
100% Recycled Plastic

LPK

Pick up litter safely & easily with our 
amazing kit.
Comprises a 76cm long litter picker, 
a hoop that clamps a sack open, 
and one clear sack that you can 
empty and re-use.

Litter Picking Kit

200 x Heavy Duty Sacks 140g
(18” x 29” x 39”)
182939C

200 x Standard Sacks 140g
(18” x 29” x 39”)
182939 
200 x Heavy Duty Sacks 180g
(18” x 29” x 39”)
182939 HD
100 x Stronger & Larger 250g
(20” x 34” x 46”)
203446HD

1000 x Square Liners
(24” x 15” x 24”)
241524
1000 x Thin Swing Bin Liners 40g
(13” x 22” x 30”)
S1239
500 x Heavy Duty Liners 100g
(13” x 22” x 30”)
S2800

10L Bag is 40cm x 45cm
(20 per Roll)
BIOB
70L Bag is 73cm x 83cm
(Box of 250)
BIOB-70L

The best solution to help keep your 
kitchen food waste caddies and 
bins clean and hygienic. The larger 
70L version have tie-top tabs to 
make disposing of your food waste 
easy.
Approved to: EN13432
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UBIN-INS-B UBIN-INS-GN 
UBIN-INS-R UBIN-INS-GY 
UBIN-INS-O UBIN-INS-BLKUBIN COMBIN

The uBin, our fantastic new 
70L recycling bin is tall, dark & 
handsome... The front slopes 
giving better visibility to the client. It 
comes with a free sticker (just let us 
know which waste streams you are 
collecting) & it is the only recycling 
bin in the world to be 100% made 
of post consumer recycled plastic.

If you can’t justify the expense of 
plastic recycling bins, then this pack 
is for you!
Each set is a flat-packed parcel 
containing 5 corrugated cardboard 
bins, 25 coloured stickers (5 of 
each) & 5 corrugated plastic lids.

This insert for your uBin is available 
in 6 colours for all your recycling 
needs. The shaped and coloured lid 
inserts help even the most reluctant 
of recyclers to put the right things 
in the right boxes.

uBin 70L Recycling Bin Base 
& Lid

5 x Combin Cardboard 
Recycling Bins & Stickers

uBin Plastic Coloured Lid 
Inserts

LP36 HH4B

Makes it easy to pick up foil 
wrappers, crisp packets, plastic 
& glass bottles, sweet wrappers, 
string & cigarette ends.

Lightweight Aluminium
Rubberised Grip
82cm long

Comfy to use, this hoop helps to 
keep your refuse sacks open so 
that litter can be easily deposited. 
Made from polypropolene with a 
10kg load-bearing weight.

82cm Litter Picker Bag Hoop for Refuse Sacks

EWR50BL EWR50RD
EWR50GN EWR50YL

This eco bin is the perfect low-
cost solution for workplace waste 
recycling. It is durable and is made 
from an easy-clean polypropylene 
with reinforced corners and edges. 
Features a snap-lock top easily 
removed for easy access to replace 
the waste bag.
510 x 395 x 400mm

50L Eco Waste Recycling 
Bin
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Mopping & Brushing - UltraSpeed

Why Choose Vileda? 

Effective - 100% Microfibre mop pads give improved cleaning performance and faster 
removal of stubborn dirt and stains.

Fast Drying - Floors dry 35% faster and are back in use twice as fast! Over 50% faster 
cleaning over 50sq/m. than kentucky mopping and over 60% faster than socket mopping!

Prevents Cross Infection - Colour coding comes as standard on both Vileda Ultra Speed 
Systems.

Not just floors! - Controlled cleaning with the flat mop frame, no splashing of other surfaces, 
easily cleans skirting boards and walls.

Easier on your back! - 50% lighter in use, reduces strain on users backs & shoulders.

Free Training! - Showing your staff how to use flat mops in a figure of 8 means they controls 
& collect more dirt & systematically cover all of your floor.
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USMINKB USMINKG 
USMINKR USMINKYUSPROFK

This version of the UltraSpeed includes a 10L bucket 
complete with push wringer, mop frame, 1 x micro-fibre 
mop pad, and a telescopic handle.
Available in 4 colours.

This larger version has a larger capacity and a wider 
mop to suit large areas that need a flat mopping 
system. It uses less water & chemicals than the smaller 
kit. Includes a 25L bucket complete with press wringer, 
wheeled base, mop frame, microfibre mop head, and a 
standard handle.

Mini Telescopic Plastic Handle    129618
UltraSpeed Mini Mop Frame (no handle)   129619
Spare Standard Mop Head      129620
Spikey Mop Head (for safety floors)    129621

Spare Standard Microfibre Mop Head        143210
UltraSpeed Mop Holder         146963
Aluminium Handle          119966
Telescopic Handle          119968
Spikey Mop Head (for safety floors)        147475

Vileda UltraSpeed Mini KitVileda UltraSpeed Professional Mopping 
Kit

Optional Extras for the Mini Kit Include: FREE TRAINING!

Showing your staff how 
to use flat mops in a figure 

8 means they control 
and collect more dirt and 
systematically cover all of 

your floor.

Optional Extras for the Professional Kit Include:
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Mopping & Brushing - Interchange System

SS008  SS009  
SS007  SS010

SS026  SS027  
SS025  SS028

160g    991981
210g    991982
260g    991983

990023 990024  
990021 990022

These colour-coded mop heads 
are made of virgin plastic & the 
ribbons are made of waste material 
created in the production of baby 
wipes. The plastic is recyclable. The 
ribbon part is not, however it is 
long lasting.

Available in 4 colours.

These mops are made of spun lace 
and are highly absorbent. They 
will not rot like cotton can. Can be 
laundered 3-5 times only, so are a 
good semi-disposable option.

Available in 4 colours.

This pure yarn mop head is perfect 
for every day mopping and is also 
exellent value for money. It features 
an interchange plastic handle fitting 
and colour-coded tabs which can 
be used to identify the area in 
which the mop is used to reduce 
cross-contamination.

These 17” cotton mops are made 
from blended yarn which suits 
smaller mopping applications. It 
features a looped end. This mop 
head is exceptional at distributing 
water evenly on floors during the 
cleaning process.

Available in 4 colours.

Interchange Socket Mop 
Strip Mop

Thread-On Kentucky Style 
Mop

No.12 Cotton Pure Yarn Mop 
With Coloured Tags

Interchange Midi Cotton 
Mop

992180 992181  
992179  992182
992178

920045 920046 
920044 920043

The handles for the Interchange 
Mops are made of aluminium 
& virgin plastics, so both are 
recyclable.
These handles are manufactured in 
the Midlands.

Available in 5 colours.

These longer 54” handles for the 
Interchange Mops are made of 
aluminium & virgin plastics, so both 
are recyclable.
These handles are manufactured in 
the Midlands.

Available in 4 colours.

50” Colour-Coded Aluminium 
Eco Interchange Mop Handle

54” Colour-Coded Aluminium 
Eco Interchange Mop Handle
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940026 940028  
940025 940027

SMBB-RC SMBG-RC  
SMBR-RC SMBY-RC

S0332292 S0332293  
S0332291 S0332294

This kentucky mop is made from a 
cotton and polyester fibre blended 
yarn. It has a looped end and a 
stayflat band complete with colour-
coded banding and interchange 
sockets.

Available in 4 colours.

This socket mop bucket is extra 
tough and also has an easy clip on/
off sieve.
Made from recycled plastics and 
features a durable carry handle.

Available in 4 colours.

This mopping bucket is made from 
reground recycled plastic - making 
it extremely environmentally 
friendly. Features a lift-off wringer, 
strong carry handles, sturdy 75mm 
castors and colour-coded wringer 
and side sticker.

Available in 4 colours.

SYR Kentucky Stay-Flat 
16oz Mop

5L Recycled Plastic Socket 
Mop Bucket

20L Recycled Plastic Kentucky 
Mop Bucket & Wringer
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Mopping & Brushing - Traditional Mops

4878

ALH/CLIP2R ALH/CLIP2Y
ALH/CLIP2B ALH/CLIP2G 541

S16PYB S16PYG  
S16PYR S16PYY

12oz Multi  K12M
16oz Multi   K16M
16oz Twine   K16T

White    ALH7
Blue    ALH7B
Green    ALH7G
Red    ALH7R
Yellow    ALH7Y

This handle is made from pine 
in the UK, making it completely 
biodegradable & locally sourced.
Fits the previous mop heads.

48” / 120cm length.
Fits 11-12” Brushes.
0.87” / 22mm Diameter

This aluminium handle is 47” long 
and is complete with a colour-
coded handle to match the plastic 
clip.

Available in 4 colours.

This wooden version is 55” and 
is made from solid wood and 
features a zinc plated steel mop 
holder and spring.

This socket mop features PY yarn 
which makes this mop extremely 
absorbent and effective at cleaning 
floors properly. It is extremely 
versatile as it can be used in any 
environment, from school canteens 
to kitchens at home. The universal 
fitting will fit Exel and screw thread 
handles.
Available in 4 colours.

Kentucky mops are specifically 
designed for cleaning large areas 
quickly. These 100% cotton mops 
are extremely absorbant and 
hard-wearing. Kentucky cotton 
mops are capable of bio-degrading 
completely within 6 months. Twine 
is a thin string, and Multi which is a 
thicker string.

This mop head can fit most mop 
heads and makes cleaning floors 
simple and easy. The curved finger 
sections of the grip makes this 
comfortable to use.

Available in 5 colours.

48” Wooden Handle

Kentucky Aluminium Mop 
Handle & Plastic Clip

Kentucky Wooden Mop 
Handle & Clip

No.16 PY Socket Mop

Traditional Kentucky Mop

47” Aluminium Threaded Mop 
Handle With Coloured Grip
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1144

Complete Kit  S0047000
Spare Drying Pad  S0043000
Spare Cleaning Pad  S0044000

Blue    XLMB
Green    XLMG
Red    XLMR
Yellow    XLMY

Blue    XLHB
Green    XLHG
Red    XLHR
Yellow    XLHY

This traditional 2 gallon mop bucket 
is made  in China from galvanised 
steel which is rust-proof. It is 100% 
plastic-free and will last ages & is 
fully recyclable at the end of its 
very long life!

A bucketless mop system with 
a 480ml internal reservoir in the 
handle that sprays water ahead 
of the mophead. Once the area is 
cleaned, simply flip the mop over to 
dry the floor! Comes with colour-
coded rings.

This mop features a true multi-
purpose universal socket that 
fits many popular handle fittings 
(apart from the interchange). This 
mop head features extra thick 
cotton yarn for daily cleaning and 
mopping.
Available in 4 colours.

These are aluminium push-fit mop 
handles with a colour-coded grip. 
It is extremely comfortable to use 
as well as being easy to clean. Also 
because it is aluminium it will not 
rust or chip.

Available in 4 colours.

Galvanised Socket Mop 
Bucket - Plastic Free

SYR Dual Mop Frame & 
Handle

Exel Cotton Mop 54” Exel Mop Handle
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Mopping & Brushing - Brushes & Brooms

Wooden Broom Complete 
with Handle - 13” or 18”

13STIFF
18STIFF
18SOFT

All parts of these wooden brooms 
are biodegradable or recyclable. 
The handle & stock is made of 
pine or rubber wood. The wood is 
manufactured in the UK. The soft 
bristles are made of coco, a soft 
fibre from the husks of coconuts. 
The stiff bristles are made of 
bassine, a fibre from dried palm 
leaves.

998626 998630  
998629 998628

993064 993065  
993063 993066

CN1

992133 

This brush has stiff bristles on 3 
sides which are ideal for scrubbing 
floors, skirting & both stair risers & 
treads.

Available in 4 colours.

This broom head is made from soft 
nylon bristles which easily catch dirt 
and debris when you are sweeping. 
The soft bristles are suitable for 
either indoor or outdoor sweeping.

Available in 4 colours.

These corn brooms are ideal for 
sweeping up large volumes of litter 
or leaves. We believe the strings 
that keep the bristles in place are 
not biodegradable but the rest of 
it is.

Perfect for when it comes to 
sweeping rubbish and dirt from the 
floor. The brush is made from soft 
nylon bristles which catch every 
fleck of dirt easily. The dustpan also 
comes with a cover that keeps all 
the dirt in the pan and stops it from 
escaping as you walk.
Available in 4 colours.

Our lobby dustpans are made 
in the UK & are recyclable if your 
waste provider recycles black 
plastic. This item is hard wearing & 
has a 300mm wide pan.

Interchange Scrator 
Scrubbing Brush Head

10.5” Soft Nylon Broom 
Head

Corn Broom with Handle 10” Lobby Dustpan & Brush 
Set

12” Black Lobby Dustpan & 
Brush

DP10SETB DP10SETG  
DP10SETR DP10SETY
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992317  992318  
992316  992319

Enclosed   N11
Pot    N6Y

Use this to get your floors 
cleaner & drier. After mopping 
or scrubbing, squeegee the dirty 
water into a drain or puddle to be 
mopped up. The soft foam rubber 
gets great contact on safety 
flooring.

Available in 4 colours.

Available in two versions.

Enclosed - this set comes with a 
domed head brush and once used 
is completely sealed in the holder.

Pot - this version has the brush sit 
in an ‘open pot’ design for easy 
access.

Interchange 45cm Floor 
Squeegee

Toilet Brush & Holder

992180 992181  
992179  992182
992178

2160B  2160G
2160R  2160Y

These handles fit the previous 
three brush, broom & squeegee 
heads. They are made of 
aluminium & virgin plastics, so both 
are recyclable.

Available in 5 colours.

This soft dustpan & brush set has 
been designed so that dust and 
dirt can not fall out of the dustpan 
when being used. The rubber lip on 
the pan ensures all dirt is picked up 
first time, and the handle and pan 
click together for easy storage.

Available in 4 colours.

50” Colour-Coded Aluminium 
Eco Interchange Handle

Plastic Dustpan & Brush Set

35cm (3 Holders)  HO350
70cm (5 Holders)  HO700

Keep your cleaning cupboard neat 
and tidy with these tool holders. 
Simply push the mop/brush handle 
onto the rubber clip to hold it 
securely against the wall.

Available in 2 sizes.

Unger Hang-Up Tool Holder
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Dusting & Window Cleaning

These are more effective and 
quicker at collecting dust & light 
debris than a broom. These mops 
keep the dust on the floor rather 
than flicking into the air.

24”/60cm Mop, Frame & Handle 
3222C
24”/60cm Head Only
3222
32”/80cm Head Only
3240

Complete with a deep pile 
microfibre head. These flexible 
wands can be used by hand, or will 
fit the extending handle.

Spare heads also available.

This extension pole makes quick 
work of high-reaching cleaning 
tasks and the quick connect 
adaptor allows the use of quick-
connect handles and poles with any 
standard threaded tool.

Extends: 50.8cm - 101cm

Sweep wide expanses of interior 
hard floors quickly. The advantage 
of using a sweeper mop instead of 
a bristled brush is that the bristles 
can flick dust into the atmosphere.

The cleaning width is 1.6m.
Synthetic heads.

1.6m Complete  160VS
Spare Heads  160RH

Dust Control Mops

Rubbermaid Quick-Connect 
Flexible Dusting Wand

Rubbermaid Wand Duster 
Short Extension Handle

Golden Magnet V-Sweeper Doddy - High Reaching 
Duster / Tickling Stick

Unger Telepole Brushes

DODDY

Cobweb Brush                COBW0
Pipe Brush                PIPE0
Wall Brush                WALB0

Removes dust and cobwebs with 
ease. This duster has extremely 
soft bristles and extends up to 
170cm for those hard-to-reach 
areas. A definite companion 
to your collection of cleaning 
applicances.

Extends: 130cm to 170cm.

The Cobweb Brush does what it 
says on the tin! The Pipe Brush 
is perfect for dusting on curved 
surfaces or high-level pipes.
The Wall Brush is perfect for the 
dusting of walls, surfaces and 
corners. Electrostatic energy 
attracts and holds the dust. 
Attaches to the Unger telepoles.

Wand  FGQ85200WH00
Spare Head FGQ85300WH00 FGQ74500YL00
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Available in 4 lengths and with 
ergonomically shaped handles. Due 
to the light and stable aluminium 
material, the telescopic pole is ideal 
for cleaning glass surfaces.

This kit provides everything 
you need to clean windows 
professionally. Includes a 14” 
stainless steel squeegee, a 14” 
applicator with sleeve, and an 
oblong window cleaning bucket.

25% faster than the traditional 
spray/cloth method and enables 
up to 39% less liquid use. Ideal for 
indoor glass, doors, table-tops, 
windows and mirrors. Because of 
its non-drip / no-run formula, it is 
suitable for use at high-traffic times 
of the day. Kit includes: Handheld 
unit, 3 x SREXL easy-click poles (2 
x long, 1 x short), and 2 x SRPD2 
deep cleaning microfibre tripads.

OVER 30% MORE PURE WATER 
PER RESIN FILLING

This starter pack contains the 
following: 
DIUH1 Hydropower Ultra Filter S, 
NLR27 nLite Angle Brush - 27cm, 
FTGOS HiFlo Multilink Adaptor, 
NL20G nLite Hose - 20m, AN60G 
nLite Connect Alu Master Pole - 6m, 
TMOOV HiFlo Control.

Contains a pre-portioned amount 
of UNGER premium ion-exchange 
resin. A new formula, perfected for 
glass cleaning. Every pack ensures 
an efficient flow of water through 
the whole tank which optimises the 
resin saturation.

Easy to use and produces 
remarkable results each time. 
Cleans quickly and effectively, 
leaving a crystal clear and 
completely smear free window in a 
fraction of time compared to other 
methods. Kit includes: 1,390mm 
Telescopic Handle, 25cm Mop 
Frame, Water Spray Bottle, 5 x 
Lustre Cloths, 5 x Window Mops, 
and 3 x Velcro Tabs.

Unger Telepole Systems Window Cleaning Outdoor 
Kit

Unger Stingray Indoor 
Glass Cleaning Kit

Unger Hydropower DI 
ULTRA Starter Kit

Unger Hydropower Spare 
Resin Pack

Vikan Easy Shine Indoor Kit

2 x 2m Telepole.               TZ400
2m Extension. 
This is the 3rd section.   T3200
2m Extension. 
This is the 4th section.   T4200
2m Extension.
This is the 5th section.   T5200 WOK SRKO3

DIUK1 DIUBS549101
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PPE & Safety Signs

SAFGLASS

Small     GN83-S
Medium  GN83-M
Large     GN83-L
XL     GN83-XL

Small      1260
Medium   1261
Large      1262
XL      1263

Blue 
Small    HGSB
Medium   HGMB
Large    HGLB
XL    HGXLB

Red 
Small    HGSR
Medium   HGMR
Large    HGLR
XL    HGXLR

These 100% biodegradable nitrile 
gloves are made from natural 
materials which when thrown away 
will break down within only 1-5 years. 
Waterproof, food-safe, and chemical 
resistant. Long, strong, and outlast 
regular nitrile gloves by several pairs!
EN ISO 374-1:2016 / Type C

These come in one size (L), and are 
brilliant for protecting your hands 
and arms when at work. They 
are unlined and made from black 
natural rubber which has a very high 
resistance to water-based chemicals.

Modern & lightweight, these 
glasses have scratch-resistant 
lenses.

Conforms to BS EN 166 1F

These high-quality gloves come in 
4 different sizes and are perfect for 
use in food environments, medical 
use, and around the home / office 
for daily cleaning.

EN ISO 374-1:2016 / Type C

These high-quality gloves come in 
4 different sizes and are perfect for 
use in food environments, medical 
use, and around the home / office 
for daily cleaning.

These household gloves are 
brilliant for food prep and general 
cleaning areas. They are made 
from latex and are resistant to 
soaps, diluted alkalis and acid 
solutions. Featuring textured palms 
and fingers. Available in 2 colours.
EN ISO 374-1:2016 / Type A

100 x Biodegradable Gloves

1 Pair Of Long Rubber 
Industrial Gauntlets

Jaguar Safety Glasses

100 x Blue Powder-Free 
Nitrile Gloves

100 x Blue Powder-Free 
Vinyl Gloves

1 Pair Of Household Gloves

Small     GLOVES-BDG-S
Medium  GLOVES-BDG-M
Large     GLOVES-BDG-L
XL     GLOVES-BDG-XL

IGL
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SM50 200APRONSBLUE OS100

Cordon off a room easily with this 
sign which expands from 78cm to 
135cm. Creates a visable hanging 
barrier. Simply rolls up for space-
saving storage.

This is a highly durable moulded 
polypropylene cone printed on 4 
sides. Light and easy to transport 
and can be stacked to save on 
storage space. Measures 21” tall.

These are type 1 pleated non-
medical masks. Featuring 3 layers 
of protection, comfortable ear 
loops, adjustable nose strips. Rated 
as >95% BFE Bacterial Filtration 
Efficiency.

These flat pack blue polythene 
aprons are a superior quality to 
the white ones, and are a form 
of protective clothing which can 
easily be stored and equally easily 
deployed.

Stop visitors contaminating 
your premises with these blue 
disposable overshoes. These 
16” overshoes are made of 
durable CPE polythene. They are 
elasticated to fit snugly over a wide 
range of shoe sizes & types. Ideal 
for protecting carpets, or equally 
keep shoes clean!

“Closed For Cleaning” 
Doorway Sign

“Caution Wet Floor” Cone

50 x Non-Medical Masks 200 x Blue Aprons 100 x 16” Blue PVC 
Overshoes

CFCSIGN 992387SIGN 

This A-Frame plastic folding yellow 
safety sign is made in the UK from 
100% recycled plastic.

Safeguard Recycled Plastic 
Safety Sign
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Cloths, Wipes & Sponges

1612B  1612G  
1612R  1612Y

10X783B 10X783G  
10X783R 10X783Y
10x783W 10x783BLK

161610  161613  
161611  161612

106399 106401  
106400 106402

703S.10
LAVCB  LAVCG  
LAVCR  LAVCY

These dishcloths come with colour-
coded stitching around the outside 
to avoid cross-contamination. 
These cloths can be laundered 
many times.

Available in 4 stitching colours.

These are the new non-shredding 
version of the popular microfibre 
cloth. This means it will leave less 
micro-plastics behind to pollute 
the waterways. Can be washed 
repeatedly.

Available in 6 colours.

Independent studies prove 
that Breezy shows a bacteria 
reduction of 96.3%. They are semi-
disposable and can be washed 
in warm water and used up to 15 
times making them great value for 
money.

Available in 4 colours.

These cloths measure 42 x 38cm, 
and now include silver top which 
helps prevent bacterial growth.

Available in 4 colours.

These mini checked tea towels 
come in assorted colours. They are 
very lightweight, making them easy 
to use. They measure 46x48cm 
in size and are made out of 100% 
cotton.

These cloths are fully compostable, 
food-contact safe, and machine 
washable. As these cloths are semi-
disposable, they can be laundered 
but are not guaranteed to wash 
over & over again.

Available in 4 colours.

10 x Traditional White 
Stockinette Dishcloths

10 x Microfibre Cloths25 x Vileda Breezy Cloths 10 x Local Authority 
Medium Weight Cloths

10 x Mini Checked Tea 
Towels

25 x Envirowipe Anti-
Bacterial Cloths
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143585  143588  
143586  143587

UWR UWC-BDG UWUG-BIOD

940368 940369  
940367 940370

These cloths are a combination 
of knitted, textile microfibre cloth 
which has been coated in PVA. 
Simply get the cloth slightly damp 
with tap water, wring out any 
excess moisture and then wipe the 
glass.

Available in 4 colours.

From smaller bathrooms to large, 
industrial washrooms, these are 
perfect for every environment.
These extra-large wipes measure 
38 x 25cm.

Approved to: EN1276, EN13727 
(Kills Norovirus MRSA and H1N1)

These wipes are accredited 
to BS14476 (effective against 
Conronaviruses). Kills 99.999% 
of bacteria and deactivates 
encapsulated viruses such as 
Coronaviruses.

Approved to: EN1276, EN13727, 
and EN14476

If you want to clean heavy-duty dirt 
from hands, equipment & surfaces 
without impacting the environment 
then these are the wipes for you. 
They are 100% biodegradable and 
capable of cleaning grease, ink, 
silicone, glue, oil, paint, etc. Each 
wipe measures 38 x 25cm. Safe on 
hands with added Aloe Vera.

These multi-purpose cleaning 
cloths are great value for money, 
fast drying, washable, heat 
resistant, and can be sterilised.

Available in 4 colours.

1 x PVA Micro Cloth

100 x UniWipe Huge 
Washroom Wipes

100 x UniWipe 
Biodegradable Clinical Wipes

100 x UniWipe Biodegradable 
Ultra Grime Wipes

50 x Lightweight Cleaning 
Cloths (J-Cloth Equivalent)

508521

Small and compact for easy 
storage and ideal for less heavy 
duty cleaning applications, such as 
cleaning of office equipment.
Ideal for VDU’s, phones & PPE such 
as face masks and workware.

100 x Multisurface & 
Telephone Wipes
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Cloths, Wipes & Sponges

993122 
Scraper  SR50K 
Spare Blades 5pk SRB20

10XMCS

Used primarily for scraping up 
chewing gum and vomit!

Available in 4 colours.
Available in 2 widths (76 & 110mm)

Durable floor scraper with 
toughened steel blade, offering 
positive scraping action for 
removing compacted dirt, grime 
and chewing gum.
Complete with 137cm/4.49ft long 
wooden handle. 8” wide steel 
blade.

This is a stainless steel hand-held 
scraper that features a unique 
locking system to eliminate blades 
from dangerously slipping out 
while working.

These sponges are great for 
removing tough stains such as 
pen and crayon from paintwork, to 
tannin stains from stainless steel.

Plastic Hand Scraper Steel Blade Floor Scraper & 
Wooden Handle

Unger Scraper With 
Retracting Blade

10 x Economy Miracle 
Sponges

10X99 827

This pack of 10 green scourers are 
fantastic at removing stubborn 
dirt that has been ingrained into a 
multitude of surfaces. These are 
great at removing grease, burns 
and stains that are stuck on to pots 
and pans. Always test these on an 
inconspicuous are first as they can 
scratch delicate surfaces.

Exceptionally versatile, these 
sponges are non-scratch and 
heavy duty. Made from recycled 
materials, these environmentally 
friendly sponges can effectively 
wipe away any spills, stains and 
drips. As well as being able to wipe 
clean surfaces, wash up, mop up 
and scour anything you desire.

10 x Economy Scourers 10 x Eco Sponge Scourers

76mm 
PSC1B
PSC1G
PSC1R
PSC1Y

110mm 
PSC2B
PSC2G
PSC2R
PSC2Y
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10X828/60 508862

DBUGKIT
Spare Pads also available.

994811  994812
994810 994813
10 x Spare Sponges 994751

A block of tough, condensed 
miracle sponge held inside a 
plastic holder. This holder can then 
thread onto an Interchange handle. 
Fantastic at removing scuff marks 
& ingrained dirt from walls and 
floors.

Available in 4 colours.

Perfect for cleaning tiny areas such 
as keyboards and phones.

Galvanised metal scourers which 
are perfect for removing stubborn 
burnt on food stuffs and grease 
from metal surfaces with ease.

DO NOT use on non stick or 
delicate surfaces.

This is the perfect companion when 
it comes to cleaning. Featuring two 
deep partitions to store cleaning 
chemicals, plus it comes with a 
sieve for you to push excess water 
out of a cloth or mop.

For when you need to give difficult 
surfaces (such as safety flooring) a 
really good scrub!
Includes the pad holder, 2 x pads, 
and handle.

Pal ‘O Mine

100 x Foam Buds10 x Large 48g Galvanised 
Steel Scourers

Large Grey 2 Part Caddy 
With Handle

Doodle Bug Kit

BUDS

123114  123111
123112  123113

Exceptionally versatile, these 
sponges are non-scratch and 
heavy duty. Made from recycled 
materials, these environmentally 
friendly sponges can effectively 
wipe away any spills, stains and 
drips. As well as being able to wipe 
clean surfaces, wash up, mop up 
and scour anything you desire.
Available in 4 colours.

Vileda Pur Active Sponge 
Scourer
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Machinery - Vacuums

Why Choose Numatic?
With more than 15 million made and most still in used today, it’s no wonder Henry is independently 
rated the UK’s most reliable vacuum brand. This is sustainability.

Low Energy, Sustainably Made, Powerful Performance.
Eco ReFlo Vacuums provide unbeatable performance with 30% reduction in energy consumption, 
whilst being built from sustainable materials.

ReFlo Technology
They engineer many of their products from the highest  quality, recycled plastic using their own 
innovative, environmentally sustainable ReFlo Technology. ReFlo Technology uses high-quality 
recycled, post-industrial material from the automative industry, which are diverted from landfill or 
incineration. Their products are SCS certified which guarantee a minimum of 50% recycled material.

Performance You Can Trust 
Reliable, high-performance, sustainable cleaning for all.

• Designed & Made In The UK
• Sustainable - They make new vacuums from grinding up old 
   ones!
• UK’s No.1 in Professional Cleaning

Dry Capacity

Brush Speed

240v 3-Pin Domestic Sockets

Wet Capacity

Run Time

110v Heavy-Duty Site Use Only. 
Will Require A Transformer

Weight

Charge Time

Brush Size

Battery Powered

110v

240v

8kg

150
rpm

5L

180 
mins

180 
mins

18”

5L

Please note, that we offer many more machines than are 
featured in this brochure, these can be found on our website.

Please contact your rep for any more details about specific 
machines, or other products you may require.
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Designed and tested for commercial use bringing all the benefits of 
powerful cordless cleaning with no dust, no mess, no fuss.
Dust-Free Emptying. Quick, hygienic and dust-free emptying with high-
efficiency filter pod system. 
Powerful Cleaning. Up to 120 minutes of cleaning (2 x 60 mins) with 
motorised brush head.
Lightweigh & Convenient. Lightweight, slimline & ergonomic for user 
convenience and easy transportation.
Easy Storage. Stores neatly away on a wall dock with on-board 
accessory storage.
Like all Numatic machines, this vacuum is made in Chard, Somerset.
Includes: 2 x Batteries, Charger, 6 x Pods, Wall Dock, Floor Tools.

Numatic Henry Quick Battery Stick Vacuum

914730 

3.2kg
1L

120 
mins 180 

mins

A versatile workhorse packed full of tough and innovative features, 
including a heavy-duty bumper for wall and door protection. 
Built To Last. With long-life motor, heavy-duty bumper and tough, easy-
transit wheels.
Easy, Clean & Safe Emptying. High-efficiency, triple-layer HepaFlo filter 
bags.
Stores Neatly Away. On-board tool storage and trouble-free cable 
rewind.

Like all Numatic machines, this vacuum is made in Chard, Somerset.
Includes: Full Numatic NA1 Tool Kit.
Available in 240v, 110v, or Battery powered.

Numatic NRV240 Commercial Henry Vacuum

240v 900076  1 Battery 913046

9 kg
240v

9L
80 

mins 120 
mins
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Machinery - Vacuums

Eliminate the risk of slips, trips and falls with no cable, perfect for cleaning 
up spills in high-traffic areas.
Cordless Freedom. Market-leading 40 minutes of consistent and powerful 
cleaning performance. 
Safer Cleaning. With no cable and powerful pick-up. Ideal for emergency 
spills in public areas with high footfall.
Stay Cleaning For Longer. Off-board NX300 charging dock recharges to 
80% in just 1 hour for unstoppable cordless cleaning.

Like all Numatic machines, this vacuum is made in Chard, Somerset.
Includes: Full Numatic A11/85 Tool Kit.

Numatic WBV370NX Pro Cordless Wet Vacuum

1 Battery 835317

9.3 kg9L

The RSB150NX ergonomically straps on the user’s back & gives up to 80 
minutes of powerful cleaning. It’s comfortable, lightweight and easy to use.
Cordless Freedom. Market-leading 80 minutes of consistent and powerful 
cleaning, using the new interchangeable ‘NX300’ battery network. 
Powerful Cleaning. 40% increase in airflow and suction with new, high-
performance 350W digital brushless motor.
Safer Cleaning. With no cable, minimise the risk of slips, trips and falls. 
Ideal for day cleaning and public areas with high footfall.
Ultimate User Comfort. Ergonomically designed, adjustable harness 
increases comfort, supports correct posture and reduces fatigue.
Like all Numatic machines, this vacuum is made in Chard, Somerset.
Includes: 1 or 2 x Batteries, Charger, Full Numatic AA30E Tool Kit.

Numatic RSB150NX Battery BackPack Vacuum

1 Battery 912744   2 Batteries 912746

8.2kg
5L

80 
mins 120 

mins

15L
40 

mins 120 
mins
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This HEPA vacuum cleaner from Nilfisk has the best in-class filling capacity 
- meaning less time spent changing dust bags. Also features low sound 
pressure level - suitable for daytime cleaning.

This HEPA vacuum cleaner from Nilfisk has the best in-class filling capacity 
- meaning less time spent changing dust bags. Also features low sound 
pressure level - suitable for daytime cleaning.

Unlike the majority of upright vacuum cleaners the BS360 has 2 
motors. 1 is dedicated to suction & the other driving the brush roll. The 
best performing vacuum cleaner in its class, it has a solid commercial 
construction & excellent reliability. Easy to use & maintain. High filtration 
levels, and height adjustable for different floor types.

This HEPA vacuum cleaner from Nilfisk has the best in-class filling capacity 
- meaning less time spent changing dust bags. Also features low sound 
pressure level - suitable for daytime cleaning.

Nilfisk VP300 - Contractor Vacuum

PacVac SuperPro 700 Rucksack Vacuum

Sebo 360 ECO Upright Vacuum Cleaner

PacVac SuperPro 700 Battery Rucksack Vacuum

VP300

SP700

91080GB

VB700B

5.5kg

8.4kg

5.2kg

5.7kg

10L

5.3L

5L

5L
45 

mins 105 
mins

240v

240v

240v
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Machinery - Scrubbing

Fast, effective clean with a 70% saving in cleaning costs, and 80% lower 
water use.
Agile & Lightweight. “Park up anywhere” to move obstacles, and 
controlled & lightweight handling with no messy spray. 
Easy To Use. Up and running in seconds. Consistent results by any user. 
Simple dashboard controls, and colour-coded touch points.
One-Pass Performance. One-pass cleaning performance is achieved by 
applying brush pressure, powerful drive motors and applying just the 
right amount of water in the right place.

Like all Numatic machines, this vacuum is made in Chard, Somerset.
Available with either 1 or 2 batteries.

This machine is suited on floors that need a regular deep down scrub. 
Remember though, unlike a scrubber dryer you’ll have to pick up the dirty 
water with a mop or vacuum.
Powerful Cleaning Results. User-friendly features offers power, 
convenience and efficiency. 
Performance You Can Trust. Automatic Torque Control (ATC) balances 
power input.
User Comfort. Find the perfect working position with a fully adjustable 
handle.

Like all Numatic machines, this vacuum is made in Chard, Somerset.
Available in two versions.

Numatic 224NX Battery Scrubber Dryer

Numatic HFM1515G Floor Scrubber

1 Battery 913479    2 Batteries 913724 

Tank & Scrubbing Brush 905968         Tank & Drive Board 905969   

21 kg

32 kg
240v

140
rpm

150
rpm

80 
mins 120 

mins 2 x 9”

18”
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With a wide range of easy fot brushes and pads available - all 
incorporating a 360º water feed - this machines delivers consistent, quick 
and high-quality cleaning results, wherever they’re needed.
Fast Charge. Charged and ready to go in just 1 hour. The NX300 battery 
packs recharge to 80% in just 1 hour and with a quick change, it’s ideal for 
non-stop cleaning.
One Fits All Productivity. The NX300 network brings together the 
convenience & performance of cordless cleaning across the whole range.
Cordless Freedom. Total freedom, flexibility & safety of cable-free 
operation.
Like all Numatic machines, this vacuum is made in Chard, Somerset.
Available with either 1 or 2 batteries.

Numatic TTB1840NX Battery Scrubber Dryer

Base Unit (No Battery) 913036      1 Battery 912784      2 Batteries 913037

34kg
150
rpm

60 
mins 2 

hrs 18”

With a wide range of easy fot brushes and pads available - all 
incorporating a 360º water feed - this machines delivers consistent, quick 
and high-quality cleaning results, wherever they’re needed.
Fast Charge. Charged and ready to go in just 1 hour. The NX300 battery 
packs recharge to 80% in just 1 hour and with a quick change, it’s ideal for 
non-stop cleaning.
One Fits All Productivity. The NX300 network brings together the 
convenience & performance of cordless cleaning across the whole range.
Cordless Freedom. Total freedom, flexibility & safety of cable-free 
operation.
Like all Numatic machines, this vacuum is made in Chard, Somerset.

Numatic TT1840 Mains Scrubber Dryer

903886

57kg
150
rpm 18”

240v
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Machinery - Sweeping, Carpet Cleaning & MotorScrubber

Keeping your premises in a good and inviting condition for customers and 
employees can be a costly and time-consuming issue. With this walk-
behind sweeper from Nilfisk, it has never been easier.
Compared to a manual broom, it will pick up and remove dirt, dust, nails, 
sand, cigarettes, etc. up to 6 times faster.
It is compact and light, meaning you can use the sweeper when space is 
limited or in congested areas. There is no motor (and therefore no noise), 
so daytime cleaning is an appealing, cost-saving option.
Features and adjustable soft-grip handle, built-in dust filter, and large 38L 
hopper for long-time cleaning.

Dimensions (LxWxH): 1470 x 920 x 1120mm

Nilfisk SW250 Pedestrian Sweeper

50000494

20 kg 2 x 9”

This professional carpet cleaning machine is designed to withstand the 
rigours of everyday use. It’s packed full of features including a powerful 
rotating dirtlifter powerbrush, which helps to really scrub the carpet. Two 
removable water tanks which make it easy to fill and clean. It also comes 
with a 2.7m hose with an attached stair & upholstery tool which gives you 
the flexibility to handle spot stains or to deal with stairs, upholstery or 
even car interiors.
Suction Power. Heavy-duty suction power works extra hard to extract 
dirt and odours from your carpet & upholstery.
Large Capacity. The 2 tanks keeps the clean water & dirty water seperate.
Flow Indicator. Shows the flow of water in the machine. When it stops 
spinning, you need to fill the tank with more water & solution.

Bissell DC100 Commercial Carpet & Upholstery Washer

DC100 

19 kg
240v

7 L
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MSJET3

MSBLADECOMPLETE

MSSHOCKCOMP

Wand Only    MSSTORM
Backpack & Wand   MSSTORMCOMPUK

Integrated with chemical injection giving you an 
incredible deep clean up to 3m/10ft high. With the 
on-board chemical injection meaning you can clean 3x 
faster, completely removing the need for a bucket with 
chemicals!
Plus with an 8 hour charge time, the battery can be 
charged overnight ready for the next day.

The quick refillable handle eliminates the need for 
buckets completely and makes cleaning floors so much 
safer & quicker.
This complete kit includes the Spray Mop complete 
with Frame, Fluid Injection Handle, Rubber Blade, and 1 
x S-Fibre Pad.

The new standard in oscillation cleaning!
This machine has the lowest profile cleaning head in 
the world, optimised for access-all-areas cleaning. It 
utilises targeted shock-wave technology and delivers a 
groundbreaking cleaning performance that is second 
to none. SHOCK has been designed to deep clean 
along the edges of floors, walls and baseboards as 
well as right into the corner of any fixures and fittings, 
cleaning anywhere with extreme precision.

MotorScrubber JET3 - Battery Driven 
Scrubber With Spray Jet

MotorScrubber BLADE Spray Mop - 
Complete Kit

MotorScrubber SHOCK - Battery Driven 
Access-All-Area Cleaning

MotorScrubber STORM Disinfecting 
Backpack & Wand

5.3kg

>180 
mins

8 
hrs

STORM gives you the freedom to quickly disinfect 
all common touch points, reducing the risk of cross 
infection. Use it to disinfect and spray evenly for solid 
coverage. Simply press and go to disinfect recently 
touched surfaces such as door handles, taps and hand 
rails. Weighing just 5kg for the backpack, and with the 
super-lightweight wand weighing in at just 0.3kg it 
makes for hours of fatigue-free use. STORM gives the 
freedom to safely disinfect on the go, with no trailing 
cables to contend with. Area coverage of 75m2 per litre.

5 kg 7.5kg
360
rpm

4,100
rpm

210 
mins

50 
mins8 

hrs 4 hrs
7.5” 9.5”

5 kg 27oz 1L

Why Choose MotorScrubber? Cleaning tools designed with the user in mind. Their 
range of floor scrubbing machines and deep cleaning equipment are designed for professional 
use, achieving outstanding results in any environment.
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Machinery Spares

Hygienic hands-free emptying 
for your Quick vacuum. Keeps 
your Quick vacuum looking clean, 
spotless & as good as new.

These bags feature a 3 layer format 
to collect the finest particles. Using 
these genuine bags will ensure you 
get optimum cleaning for the life 
of your vacuum. They fit all ‘face’ 
machines (Henry, Hetty, Harry, etc).

Featuring 1.2m hose, aluminium 
tube bend and telescopic wand, 
270mm ProFlo floor tool, double 
taper hose adaptor, and 65mm 
soft brush.

Includes: crevice tool, 2 x extension 
tubes, hose adaptor, 65mm soft 
brush, 150mm upholstery nozzle & 
brush, S/S tube bend, ProFlo floor 
tool, and hose.

The ideal tool for vacuuming 
carpets & hard floors. The tool 
features a pedal that moves the 
bristles up and down.

This brush gives a beats-as-it-
sweeps action to your vacuum. 
The beating action grabs pet hair 
and fluff from the carpet that a 
standard pedal tool misses.

This brush suits hard floors. Perfect 
for lino, wood, stone or tiled floors.

This is the tool supplied as 
standard with several wet & dry 
vacuums, and is excellent for use 
on concrete, tiles, and hard floors.

10 x Numatic Henry Quick 
Pods

10 x Numatic 1CH Hepa-Flo 
Vacuum Bags

AAT30E Accessory Kit - Fits 
Any 32mm Numatic Vacuum

AS0 Combo Kit - Fits Any 
32mm Numatic Vacuum

Numatic 32mm Floor Tool 
With New Wand Dock

Numatic 32mm Black 
AiroBrush

Numatic 32mm Hard Floor 
Brush

Numatic 32mm Multi-Flo 
Floor Nozzle Brush

915145 604615

915883 903146 902071

907424 909555 900918

Numatic Spares.

At One Stop Cleaning Shop, 
we stock all manner of machine 
spares and accessories. From 
spare batteries, to vacuum 
motors, we try to cover all your 
needs.
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This is a genuine Numatic spare 
battery charger for the Quick stick 
vacuum.

This dock is used to recharge the 
NX300 battery. The spare battery 
can be used in a range of products.

This is a genuine replacement 
floor tool for the Numatic Quick. 
Featuring a powered brush bar and 
LED work lights.

This is the genuine Numatic spare 
battery pack for the Quick stick 
vacuum.

This is a genuine replacement 
combi tool and crevice tool for the 
Numatic Quick.

Replacement hose available in 
4 lengths, and fits any 32mm 
vacuum.

Castor replacements for Numatic 
Vacuums.

Simply push this brush onto any 
of the metal tubes or the double 
taper adaptor. This tool will help 
you keep dust off any hard surface 
including tops of doors!

Used for “down the back of the 
sofa” cleaning, or anywhere else 
you need to squeeze your vacuum 
in to.

Numatic Quick Battery 
Charger

Numatic NX300 Pro Battery 
/ Cordless Charging Dock

Quick Floor Tool

Numatic Quick Spare 
Battery

Quick Handy Kit

Numatic 32mm Hose 
Complete With Ends

Numatic Single Castors

Numatic 32mm Soft 
Dusting Brush

Numatic 32mm Crevice Tool

915242 

Charging Dock   913599
Battery                913686914744 

915170 

915352 

1.7m  601107
2.4m  601101

2.9m  601102
4m  601303

50mm    204111
40mm     204000

601144 601142
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Machinery Spares

A simple, effective and easy-to-use 
system. Pads are securely and 
perfectly centered every time.

Suitable for lighter scrubbing.

For cleaning and polishing floors.

These brushes can provide 
extended cleaning life compared 
to standard scrubbing brushes. 
Suitable for general scrubbing.

High-efficiency floor cleaning pads 
for all hard floors.

This 18m mains cable is a suitable 
replacement for the PacVac 
SuperPro 700. The cable has a 
right-angled IEC plug.

This is suitable for SuperPro 700 
vacuums. Keeps your machine 
working better for longer.

Green: Heavy-duty for hard floors.
Red: General use for hard floors.
White: Delicate surface cleaning 
pads for hard floors.

2 x Numatic Drive Boards 2 x Numatic NyloScrub 
Brushes

2 x Numatic Green Twister 
Pads

2 x Numatic Long-Life 
Scrubbing Brushes

2 x Numatic Melamine Pads

PacVac Orange Mains Cable PacVac Motor Filter & Cage

10 x Numatic NuPads - 
Various

911844 911931 

912355 

913800

912356 

PWC007 CAG001/FIL004

Green        912352
Red            912353
White        912354

PacVac Spares.

At One Stop Cleaning Shop, 
we stock all manner of machine 
spares and accessories. From 
spare batteries, to vacuum 
motors, we try to cover all your 
needs.
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For all 32mm vacuum cleaners, this 
is a pack of 2 chrome steel wands 
which are 560mm long. Suits the 
SuperPro 700.

For all 32mm vacuum cleaners, this 
is a telescopic wand which extends 
from 400mm to 800mm. Suits the 
SuperPro 700.

You get one charger with each 
VB700B machine, but it’s always 
handy to have a spare!

Suitable for SuperPro 700 
vacuums. Keeps your machine 
working better for longer. Replace 
every 3-6 months or when needed.

This is a 32mm floor tool which will 
fit any PacVac vacuum.

This is suitable for SuperPro 700 
vacuums. Keeps your machine 
working better for longer. Replace 
when needed.

This is suitable for SuperPro 700 
vacuums. Single complete vacuum 
hose including machine end and 
vacuum handle.

These are suitable for SuperPro 
700 vacuums. Keeps your machine 
working better for longer. Replace 
when needed.

Genuine PacVac part for superior 
quality. Includes a pair of shoulder 
straps and waist harness. Fits the 
PacVac 700 series.

PacVac 2 Piece Wand Set - 
32mm

PacVac Telescopic Wand - 
32mm

PacVac Spare Battery 
Charger

PacVac Hypercone Hepa 
Filter

PacVac FreeFlow Floor Tool

PacVac SuperPro Main 
Cloth Filter Bag

PacVac 1.2m Hose With 
Connector & Bent End - 32mm

10 x PacVac Hypercone Paper 
Bags

PacVac Shoulder Strap & 
Waist Harness

WND002

WND001

BC001BC01A03

FIL001FLT001

DUB003

HOA014

DUB019

HRT001
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Machinery Spares

MotorScrubber Spares.

At One Stop Cleaning Shop, 
we stock all manner of machine 
spares and accessories. From 
spare batteries, to vacuum 
motors, we try to cover all your 
needs.

The S-Fibre (Scrubbing) is for deep 
cleaning on rough / textured floors.

Pads feature colour-coded tabs, 
and can be washed up to 500 
times.

The A-Fibre (Absorbing) is for 
absorbing spills & drying floors, 
and can absorb 500ml of liquid. 
Pads feature colour-coded tabs, 
and can be washed up to 500 
times.

Green - Features grit filaments for 
deep cleaning outdoor stairs.
Red - Great for indoor stairs & 
skirting boards.

Transporting your MotorScrubber 
is easier than ever with this black 
carry bag. Made of durable fabric & 
features wrap around handles.

Available in a soft flagged tipped 
brush for dusting air vents or 
cleaning plastics. Or the most 
aggressive brush for deep cleaning 
tiles & dirty grout.

These pads are great on any 
porous surface with water to 
literally suck dirt out!

The G-Fibre (Glide) is for daily 
cleaning on smooth floors.

Pads feature colour-coded tabs, 
and can be washed up to 500 
times.

5 x BLADE Scrubbing 
Microfibre Pads

5 x BLADE Absorbing 
Microfibre Pads

MotorScrubber Stair 
Brushes

MotorScrubber Bag

MotorScrubber Brushes

5 x MotorScrubber 
Melamine Pads

5 x BLADE Daily Clean 
Microfibre Pads

S-FIBRE-5 A-FIBRE-5

Green    MS1049T
Red        MS1049

MS3061

Soft            MS1044 
Tile & Grout     MS1039TG 

MS1070 

G-FIBRE-5
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WHITE Floor Pads 17” Vileda Micro Safety 
Floor Pad

RED Floor Pads

Green pads are aggressive wet 
scrubbing pads to be used when 
the floor is very dirty or greasy. 
Apply plenty of cleaning solution to 
the floor, then use the green pad 
together with a standard speed 
machine (150rpm) to scrub the 
dirt up into a slurry. This slurry 
can then be mopped or vacuumed 
away. ONLY USE WET

Use white floor pads for the dry 
polishing of protected (sealed or 
polished) floors using high-speed 
(300-600rpm) floor machines. 
These pads will give a rich deep 
shine.

This pad is characterized by a 
special spiky material with micro 
fibres which dissolves even 
stubborn, firmly adhering dirt on 
heavily textured floors. Suitable for 
maintenance and deep cleaning 
on a variety of hard floors, and 
particularly well suited for safety 
tiles, PVC, and vinyl floors.

GREEN Floor Pads

Use a blue pad for removing dried 
on spillages or footprints from 
any hard floor. Blue pads have a 
more open weave that facilitates 
the collection of more dirt from 
the floor than a red pad would. 
Simply vacuum then spray a floor 
maintainer onto the floor & buff. 
Suits 150-600rpm machines.

BLUE Floor Pads

A black floor pad is the most 
aggressive of floor pads used for 
the wet stripping of emulsion floor 
polish. Apply stripping solution to 
the floor, then use a black pad with 
a slow speed machine (150rpm) 
to strip the polish & ingrained dirt 
away.

A red floor pad is the most efficient 
pad for removing scuff marks & 
buffing to a high gloss on protected 
(sealed or polished) floors. Suits 
machines of 150-600rpm.

BLACK Floor Pads

13” 5X13B  14” 5X14B
15” 5X15B  16” 5X16B
17” 5X17B  20” 5X20B

13” 5X13BR 14” 5X14BR
15” 5X15BR  16” 5X16BR   
17” 5X17BR  20” 5X20BR

13” 5X13G 14” 5X14G
15” 5X15G  16” 5X16G   
17” 5X17G  20” 5X20G

13” 5X13W 14” 5X14W
15” 5X15W  16” 5X16W   
17” 5X17W  20” 5X20W 150774

13” 5X13BB 14” 5X14BB
15” 5X15BB  16” 5X16BB   
17” 5X17BB  20” 5X20BB
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